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Director Reflection
APS appreciates your work as a current and past Director! With the beginning of
new terms the Nomination Committee is formalizing nominations and asks you
to reflect upon your time as Director with APS by answering a few short
questions. These questions are aimed to better understand Director needs and
thoughts. Additionally, personal reflection is an important part of creating a
positive atmosphere for the Society through identification of possible problems.
Leadership believes it is important to evaluate our work and its impact on our
organization. Your thoughtful answers to following questions are requested and
appreciated. Please return to Cory Tischman, Nominations Chair, by March 1st.
1) How do you think you have grown as a Director in your most recent term?
Corresponding secretary: I continue to learn about peonies and
many other topics from the inquiries and information shared by
members and other directors.
2) In this past term, what accomplishments are you most proud of as your
role as a Director? I believe I have answered emails as completely
and timely as possible relying on other directors when needed.
3) Did you have any goals you which you feel you’ve met? Any you would like
to continue or improve upon? I have been able to forward emails
ideas to Kim Bremer as suggestions for articles for the bulletins.
4) What are some areas of growth that you would like to work on as a
Director? Learn to store emails with select information so it is
easier to retrieve in the future. May need help with this since I
have no official training in computer/office work.
5) What are ways the Board of Directors can help you with these growth
areas? If others have suggestions as to how to better organize the
information in emails that would be appreciated.
6) What skills do you have that you believe the Board of Directors could use
more effectively? I do not have more time available to offer the
APS other than the role of corresponding secretary, judging for
the ALM and volunteering at the convention.
7) What changes would you like to see for the BOD in the next two years?
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8) What do you like least about your current role? Some emails are
obviously quick questions sent without much thought or
additional information and some not even signed.
9) What do you want to see change for the APS, as a whole, in the next two
years? Continue to increase membership involvement.
10)
What are your most important goals for the next two years? To
consistently answer emails as soon as possible within two days.

